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BOBBY MAGUIRE SHARES NEW SINGLE & VIDEO
EXOSKELETON

FREE LAUNCH SHOW AT AJ HACKETT, CAIRNS - SEPTEMBER 19TH

Queensland-based singer songwriter Bobby Maguire has announced the release of his new single Exoskeleton, a fiery rock song written and
recorded during lockdown as an expression of frustration as well as a message of inspiration to those feeling trapped. The song is accompanied
by an action packed video clip featuring car stunts, kidnapping and the return of the mysterious Masked Man from Bobby Maguire’s Fight the
Fearmusic video. To celebrate the release Bobby Maguire and the band will be playing a free launch show at AJ Hackett, Cairns supported by
Port Douglas act Benny & The Clones as well as Cairns groovers Stone Alley, kicking off at 1pm on September 19th.

Produced by Kris Hutchinson at The Studio Hutch and with the assistance of a Q Music Grant Bobby Maguire was able to create Exoskeleton
which is inspired by fellow Queensland rockers Violent Soho and the likes of Nirvana, The Police and The Pixies. This energetic track features
thick guitar riffs, angsty vocals and a catchy chorus audiences will be singing well before the end of the song. In a show of support for those
struggling at the moment Bobby Maguire has given fans the option to pay if and what they want to download Exoskeleton via bandcamp.com.

Exoskeleton is out September 18th available on all music platforms.

Music Video Link QR CODE
https://youtu.be/UsiJ--1TbtE Scan and pay what you want

Pay What You Want Download Link
https://bobbymaguiremusic.bandcamp.com/track/exoskeleton

https://youtu.be/UsiJ--1TbtE
https://bobbymaguiremusic.bandcamp.com/track/exoskeleton


BOBBY MAGUIRE – EXOSKELETON
(official single artwork by Hayley Gilliespie)

BOBBY MAGUIRE SINGLE LAUNCH SHOW

SAT 19 SEPTEMBER | AJ HACKETT, CAIRNS QLD | FREE ENTRY

www.bobbymaguire.com

Exoskeleton Project co-funded by Q Music, sTARTGrant, Arts QLD
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